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Did you know that Miss Piggy was raised on a farm and has two nephews named Randy and Andy?

Or that Gonzo's girlfriend, Camilla the Chicken, can be simply identified by the color of her eyes â€”

they're blue! From Kermit the Frog, to Animal and Fozzie Bear, the gang's all here in The Muppets

Character Encyclopedia, the perfect introduction to the Muppets. Each page of this fun and friendly

guide features a different Muppet profile packed with tons of interesting facts about these beloved

characters. With full bios of the characters from the new 2014 movie, The Muppets Character

Encyclopedia is essential for any Muppet fan.
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This is pretty good, it is a junior non fiction book so writing wise aimed at kids, but it covers Muppets

from across the decades so there's something from everyone's childhood on the pages. Being that,

unless your old enough to have been watching from the beginning, there's obviously some Muppets

that you've never heard of. Some of the listings seem to be episode specific making the particular

Muppet even more obscure, especially if producers never used it again. There's around 150

mentioned in here, obviously there's the odd omission but all the main ones that have been used to

market this show and various movies over the years are in here. Even the newest one Walter gets a

mention.Each Muppet either has a single or double page coverage about them. The episode the

character debuted on the show and there's a very brief back story to each one, some of those



stories are a bit lame to be honest, but remember it's a kids' book and kids like lame jokes. Some

Muppets have dating website parody style likes and dislikes, others special talents or favourite

songs. Each page has colourful borders, screen shot style photos of the Muppet character in an

episode, some of the older decades ones are a bit duller in colour or not as clear, but in addition all

have a high resolution larger profile photograph showing the puppet in all its detail on a white

background like it's posing for the camera. Various text boxes appear around the character. The

book also covers a few things like the romance between Kermit and Miss Piggy, The Moopets, Pigs

in Space, Muppet vehicles and other topics on double page spreads.
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